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Several EAA members have written ask-
ing about how to design canards or three
surface airplanes. This month I'd like to tell
you how they work and what you need to
know in order to design an unconventional
airplane.

WHY A CANARD?

I've never designed a canard airplane, but
I've worked on several of them. Examples of
true canards are the VariEze, Long-EZ, Star-
ship, Quickie and ARES. You would evaluate
a canard configuration when you have the
following design requirements:

• safe behavior at high angles of attack is
the main design goal

• you want the smallest possible package
using a pusher engine

• you have no convenient place to mount
a conventional horizontal tail

You are already familiar with the concept
of stability, having spent so much time on
that point while developing the tail spread-
sheets. In an aft-tail configuration, you make
the plane more stable by making the tail big-
ger. The horizontal tail, after all, is well be-
hind the center of gravity. At high angles of
attack, then, its lift will pull up on the tail and
rotate the airplane to a lower angle of attack.
We want to avoid large angles of attack, be-
cause the airplane can lose its control effec-
tiveness or can depart into a spin. The
scenario usually reads: stall . . . spin . . .
crash . . . burn . . . die.

As you've seen from looking at the tail CL
required to trim the airplane in the tail
spreadsheet, the horizontal tail never has to
work very hard, relative to its maximum lifting
capacity. The biggest problem for the hori-
zontal tail is trying to live in the downwash
of the wing, which keeps changing the angle
of attack of the tail. There is a lot of residual
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lifting power in the horizontal tail which is
normally not needed to trim the airplane. In
other words, the tail CL needed to trim the
airplane is nowhere near the tail's maximum
CL. Having all this extra lifting power left over
in the tail means that it's pretty easy for the
tail to force the main wing to stall, and to hold
the airplane above the wing's stalling angle
of attack. What happens next depends upon
the stalling behavior of the wing, and
whether or not the controls remain effective.
The easiest way out of this mess is to push
forward on the stick, in order to use all that
tail power to lower the nose and get the heck
out of this stalled condition as soon as pos-
sible. This is possible because the lift of the
tail is far from the center of gravity, and a
little lift force from the tail multiplied by a big
lever arm will make a huge pitching moment.
Making the tail bigger increases stability be-
cause any lift from a flying surface which is
located behind the center of gravity will tend
to reduce the airplane's angle of attack.

CANARD STABILITY

Moving the tail to the front of the airplane
changes this picture. Any lifting surface lo-
cated ahead of the center of gravity de-
stabilizes the airplane, because its lift will
tend to increase the airplane's angle of at-
tack. Therefore, if you mount a wing ahead
of the center of gravity, you must make it as
small as possible in order to minimize its de-
stabilizing effect.

In a canard arrangement, one wing is
ahead of the center of gravity, while another
wing is behind the center of gravity. The
canard airplane is supported, then, like a

beam sitting on two sawhorses. The conven-
tional airplane is more like a beam sitting on
one sawhorse, with a weight sitting on one
end of the beam to make it balance, much
like the see-saw I've been using as an exam-
ple. It should come as no surprise, then, that
a canard can have a better ride through
bumpy air than a conventional airplane.

If we look at the goal of having a nice nose-
down pitching moment at the stall, how do
we do this with a canard? The obvious an-
swer is that we pull the front sawhorse out
from under the beam! If the canard, which is
in front of the c of g, stalls while the wing
behind the c of g is still flying, then the nose
will lower itself automatically. At a lower
angle of attack the canard will unstall, and
its restored lift will again increase the angle
of attack until it stalls again. This gives the
familiar "pitch-buck" behavior which is famil-
iar to anyone who has flown a canard. The
disadvantage of this is that when the canard
stalls the airplane will pitch down uncom-
manded. If this happens just above the run-
way, the airplane will hit nosewheel first no
matter how hard the pilot is pulling back on
the stick.

When we were studying stability, we
learned that the center of gravity has to be
ahead of the neutral point. We located this
point of neutral pitch stability by looking at
how all the pitching moments acting on our
airplane change when the angle of attack is
changed. When you do this for a canard
airplane, you find that to make it stable the
center of gravity has to be located pretty far
forward. After you know where the center of
gravity is, it's easy to determine how much
weight is resting on each of the two winged
sawhorses. The results will show that the
canard has to lift about twice the weight per
square foot of the main wing! This tail isn't
loafing, like that on a conventional airplane
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- it is working very hard for its living. This is
a direct consequence of making the de-
stabilizing surface as small as possible. If
you try to reduce the canard's CL by giving
it more area, all you do is destabilize the
airplane more, and the neutral point will sim-
ply move forward. To keep the airplane
stable, you have to move the center of grav-
ity further forward as well, which puts more
weight on the front sawhorse again. You
can't fool Mother Nature!

What would happen if the wing stalled but
the canard didn't? In that case, the canard
would raise the nose while the wing let the
tail drop. There would be a sudden increase
in the airplane's angle of attack. This is not
good! It is not true, however, that you can
never let the back wing stall on a canard.
Even on a stalled airplane, there are forces
at work (lift, drag and gravity) - and each of
these forces has a lever arm back to the
center of gravity. It's OK to have both the
canard and the wing stalled, as long as the
pitching moments trying to lower the nose
are greater than those trying to raise the
nose.

CONTROLLING THE STALL

In general, though, you want to design the
airplane so that the canard stalls before the
wing. To do this you must control when the
canard and wing reach their respective stal-
ling angles of attack. Those of us who've
watched the Concorde land at Oshkosh cer-
tainly noticed that its angle of attack was ex-
tremely high . . . so high that the nose has
to be physically tilted down to let the pilot
see anything over the nose! Why? Because
it has a low aspect ratio wing. Aspect ratio
is defined as wingspan squared divided by
the wing ara. You'll recall that aspect ratio is
the largest factor in determining how much
lift you get for each degree angle of attack
(the others were speed and sweep). Re-
member that wingtips are leaky, and that as-
pect ratio really tells you the ratio of "non-
leaking" wing perimeter to "leaking" wing
perimeter. The lower the aspect ratio, then,
the more "leaky" the wing is, and the greater
the angle of attack will have to be in order
to produce a certain amount of lift. The Con-
corde's wing not only has a low aspect ratio,
but also leaks more due to its high sweep
angle.

One way to ensure that the canard stalls
before the wing is to give it a higher aspect
ratio than the wing. This means that the
canard will make more CL for each degree
angle of attack than the wing, and will there-
fore reach its maximum CL and stall before
the wing does.

If you study the charts in Theory of Wing
Sections, you'll see that a wing with a de-
flected flap stalls at a lower angle of attack
than an unflapped wing. So another way of
making the canard stall first is to put a flap
on it. You can call this flap an elevator, and
use it for pitch control. To get to high angles
of attack, you will raise the nose by deflecting
this elevator trailing edge down, increasing
the canard's lift. Having the elevator de-
flected means that you will have lowered the
canard's stalling angle of attack.

If you study successful canards, such as
those by Burt Rutan, you'll see that he used
both these techniques in his designs.
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DESIGNING CANARD
CONFIGURATIONS

I've talked a lot about how the wing's
downwash cancels out a pan of the
airplane's angle of attack at the horizontal
tail. This means the horizontal tail sees only
a fraction of the angle of attack that the wing
sees. We saw how this makes the tail effec-
tively smaller than it really is, in terms of how
much extra lift the tail makes for each degree
angle of attack. This has a major impact on
the stability of the airplane.

We also saw that the high pressure air
under the wing flows around the wingtips to
fill in the low pressure zone on top of the
wings. This forms the horizontal tornadoes
we call wingtip vortices. The strength of
these vortices depends upon the pressure
difference between the upper and lower sur-
faces of the wing. This pressure difference
is greatest when the wing is producing a lot
of lift, such as takeoffs and landings. Be-
cause of the stability constraints, a canard is

always producing a lot of lift. This means
that the canard is always throwing a lot of air
at the ground. The wing which lives behind
the canard's span has to live in this strong
downwash zone. The canard's downwash
behaves exactly the same as the downwash
over a horizontal tail, reducing the wing's
angle of attack and its effective area.

What we haven't seen before is that what
goes down must come up. Since air is rotat-
ing at the wingtips, with the air flowing from
the bottom of the wing to the top, there is a
strong upwash outboard of the wingtips. This
upwash coming from the canard's tip vor-
tices acts to increase the angle of attack on
any wing behind it. The wing living in this
upwash field sees more angle of attack than
the rest of the airplane. So when the
airplane's angle of attack is increased by one
degree, the wing area sitting in the down-
wash behind the canard may see only a .60
degree increase in its angle of attack, while
the wing sitting in the upwash field outboard
of the canard's tips may see a 1.3 degree



increase in its angle of attack.
The effect of this downwash/upwash com-

bination is to make it difficult to calculate two
important parameters: first, the neutral point
for the airplane, and second, the variation in
CL along the back wing. We'll talk about the
neutral point first.

The neutral point is determined by cal-
culating how much each force acting on the
airplane will change when the airplane's
angle of attack changes. Let's take the back
wing of a Long-EZ, and divide it spanwise
into 10 strips, starting at the fuselage and
ending at the wingtips. Each of the strips
contains a certain number of square feet of
wing area. We don't care how many pounds
of lift each strip is producing. We need to
know how many pounds of additional lift
each strip would produce if the airplane's
angle of attack is increased by one degree.
You can't figure this out unless you know the
amount of downwash or upwash which that
strip sees after the airplane is rotated to its
higher angle of attack. Since the canard is
creating all this downwash and upwash, its
shape and location relative to the wing will
strongly influence the wing's angle of attack
at each spanwise strip.

This means that if the canard is at 16 de-
grees angle of attack, part of the wing behind
it will be at 9 degrees angle of attack (be-
cause it's in the canard's downwash), while
another strip of the wing may be at 19 de-
grees angle of attack (because it's in the
canard's upwash).

There is just no simple way to calculate
this in a spreadsheet. The simplest tool that
can do this is called a vortex-lattice computer
program. It divides the airplane up into little
trapezoidal grids (the alttice), and computes
the amount of lift coming from horseshoe
vortices glued to each of the trapezoids, and
how this lift affects each of the other little
trapezoids. In our tail spreadsheet, we as-
sumed that the angle of downwash is uni-

form over the horizontal tail. If we used a
vortex-lattice program, we could have di-
vided the tail into 50 little panels, and we
would have seen that the downwash angle
is different for each spanwise location on the
tail. This kind of detailed knowledge is what
it takes to understand the complex flow be-
hind a canard.

The other important parameter is to know
what the lift coefficient is at each spanwise
strip on the wing. We need to know this to
make sure that we are not stalling some part
of the main wing which is living in the upwash
from the canard. So in the computer you put
the airplane at the angle of attack at which
the canard is stalling (CLmax), then you look
at all the spanwise strips along the wing and
check to be sure that you haven't exceeded
the wing's CLmax anywhere. If you have, you
need to twist the wing, to lower its angle of
attack in the critical region, or move the
canard, or perform other surgery on the con-
figuration.

THE AIRFOIL PROBLEM

If you designed the beast correctly, the
canard stalls first, and prevents the airplane
from increasing its angle of attack further.
Therefore, the maximum lift that you can get
from the whole airplane depends entirely
upon the maximum lift coefficient (CLmax)
that the canard airfoil can achieve before it
stalls. The stability constraint has forced a
high aspect ratio upon you. This in turn
means long skinny canards. The killer struc-
tural engineers have forced you to select a
very thick airfoil, because the strength of the
spar depends upon its depth. Meanwhile, the
chord length is small relative to the span,
keeping the Reynolds numbers low. Low
Reynolds numbers make the airfoil prone to
early flow separation, reducing CLmax. All of
this makes the design of airfoils suitable for
use on canards very challenging, and there-

fore a lot of fun! The ideal airfoil should pro-
duce gobs of lift, have no drag, be as thick
as it is wide, and be totally unaffected by
rain, hail, ice or bugs. Good luck!

The ideal back wing airfoil, meanwhile,
would have fully attached flow right up until
it begins to stall. After it stalls, it should main-
tain its stalling lift coefficient well beyond the
stalling angle of attack. You need to have
fully attached flow in order to get as much
lift as possible for every degree more angle
of attack - for stability reasons. You want to
maintain the maximum lift well past the stall
also for stability reasons, since you want to
keep as much lift as possible acting behind
the center of gravity to generate the nose-
down pitching moment you need.

THE FLAP PROBLEM

The greatest disadvantage to canard
airplanes is that it is difficult to put flaps on
the main wing. Remember that the canard
itself is already flapped (the elevator), and is
already working as hard as it can. If you put
flaps on the main wing, the wing would gen-
erate even more lift, which would raise the
tail and lower the nose. After you pull full aft
stick to raise the nose, you'll find that the
airplane is still diving. The reason is that the
canard can't produce enough lift to balance
the airplane when flaps are deflected on the
rear wing. This is not good!

The solution that Burt Rutan invented for
the Starship (and for which he holds the pa-
tent) involves using variable sweep on the
canard. This is very clever, and I'd like you
to appreciate how clever it really is. Bear with
me while I explain how it works. The problem
Burt faced was simple: how do you balance
the airplane with flaps on the rear wing? Put-
ting the flaps down adds lift to the back wing.
This extra lift is produced behind the center
of gravity, and would cause the airplane to
pitch nose down. The canard already has a
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full-span slotted flap (elevator) which is work-
ing as hard as it can. How can you get more
lift from it?

The solution goes back to the fundamental
physics of computing the lift-curve slope.
The lift curve slope measures how much lift
you get for each degree angle of attack.
We've already seen on the Concorde that
the biggest driver is the aspect ratio. The
next is sweep. If you sweep a wing, you
lower the amount of lift it gets for each de-
gree angle of attack. In a variable-sweep
wing, two things happen. First, the lift curve
slope is reduced as the wing is swept. Sec-
ond, the center of lift of the wing is moved
aft as well.

Burt used both these effects. When the
flaps on the main wing are deployed for
takeoff or landing, the canard is unswept (ac-
tually, it's swept very slightly forward). This
moves its center of lift further forward, giving
the canard more of a lever arm to the center
of gravity. The longer lever arm permits the
canard to generate more nose-up pitching
moments to counter the nose-down pitching
moments that the flaps create. More impor-
tantly, when the canard is unswept, it will
produce more lift for any given airplane angle
of attack, because its lift curve slope will be
hither. If you go back and compare lift curve
slopes (dCL/dALPHA) for zero and thirty de-
grees of sweep in the April spreadsheet,
you'll see that you get around 14% more lift
per degree angle of attack at zero sweep
than at 30 degrees of sweep.

By combining the two effects, the Starship
is able to use flaps on the back wing and still
have the canard balance the airplane. The
disadvantage is that the flaps can't be de-
flected as much as a normal airplane. The
Starship has Fowler flaps that move back a
lot on tracks, giving the wing more area, but
they are deflected only about 14 degrees.
The reason you can't deflect them more is
that with high amounts of deflection, the flow
begins to separate from the top of the flap.
While the lift continues to go up with higher
angles of attack, you gain a smaller amount
of lift for each degree angle of attack than
you would if the flow had not separated.

To help you picture this, we can make up
some numbers. Say the airplane goes from
six to seven degrees angle of attack without
changing its speed or altitude (the airplane
is in a wind tunnel). This is a one degree
change. The wing lift goes up by 1000
pounds. Then we go from seven to eight de-
grees. We gain another 1000 pounds of lift.
Then we go from eight to nine, at which point
the flow begins to separate from the flap. We
therefore gain 900 pounds of lift, which is
less than we expected to get. From nine to
ten we get 800 pounds more lift, because
the separated zone on the top of the flap is
getting bigger. You can see that as the flow
separation increases, you get less lift for
each degree more angle of attack.

The reason this is important is because
pitch stability depends on how much the lift
changes with angle of attack. If flow separa-
tion happens on the back wing, due to a large
flap deflection, you won't gain as much lift
as you should. The effect is to move the neu-
tral point forward, making the airplane more
unstable in pitch. (If you got 900 pounds of
lift instead of the 1000 pounds you expected,
it has the same effect on stability as if you
shrank the wing by 10% of its area.) That's
why, if you put flaps on the back wing of a
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canard, it's important to avoid flap deflection
angles which could cause flow separation on
the flaps.

Pulling full aft stick also causes the
canard's flap (elevator) to be fully deflected.
This will cause some flow separation on the
canard. The reason this is not a problem is
that flow separation on a wing which is
ahead of the center of gravity effectively
makes that wing smaller. This increases the
stability of the airplane.

The bottom line is that a canard has to
have a bigger wing than a conventional
airplane, in order to land at the same speed.
Even with flaps, the flaps can't be pushed to
their maximum potential due to the fear of
flow separation. The canard configuration
has one little wing in front and a big wing in
back. The little wing is pushed to its
maximum performance, while the big wing
loafs. To minimize wing area, and therefore
weight and wetted area, it makes more
sense to make the big wing work as hard as
it can and let the little wing loaf.

THREE SURFACE AIRPLANES

I have designed a three-surface airplane,
and have worked on a few others. Examples
of three-surface airplanes are the Grizzly,
Avanti, Triumph, Catbird, and AT"3 (Ad-
vanced Technology Tactical Transport). All
those wings represent job security for an
aerodynamicist! I keep hoping that someone
will come up with a four-surface airplane!

The three-surface airplane allows high-lift
flaps to be used on both canard and main
wing. Having another tail in the back in-
creases the stability of the airplane, and al-
lows use of a bigger canard surface. Putting
the elevator on the rear tail frees the canard
from having to do this job as well.

The main advantage to having a three-sur-
face airplane is that you can position the
main wing further aft. In a conventional ar-
rangement, the center of lift of the wing has
to be very near the center of gravity of the
airplane. The inevitable result is that you end
up with a big spar crossing the cabin just
where you don't want it. Putting another lift-
ing surface up front allows you to move the
wing further back. On the Avanti it ends up
completely behind the cabin where it doesn't
bother anyone. Burt Rutan put a vestigial
canard on the Catbird so that he could move
the main wing spar back also. On my home-
built I used forward sweep to accomplish the
same goal.

Remember that an airplane is first and
foremost a packaging problem. On the AT" 3,
the amount of fuel the airplane needs for its
mission will not fit inside the wing. Rather
than use a tip tank for external fuel tankage,
the extra fuel is contained in two pods which
tie the front and middle wings together. This
makes a stiffer structure (therefore lighter),
and serves as a convenient place to park
engines and main gear as well. Grizzly also
uses the same idea, except that it is a single.

I chose the three-surface configuration for
the Eagle-X aircraft I designed in Australia,
for other reasons. I feel that a 3-surface
airplane can produce higher maximum lift
than any other configuration. The AT"3, for
instance, achieved a CLmiu of 3.2 in flight
tests! In order to meet the 40 knot Australian
stall speed, I put flaps on the front and middle

wings. The configuration also allows the pilot
and passenger to sit behind the front wing
and ahead of the back wing, which means
they have unobstructed vision both down
and up. It also results in smaller wings with
lower damping in roll. This was important be-
cause at low speeds it is hard to get enough
aileron power. The Eagle-X demonstrated a
39 knot stall speed with relatively high wing
loading, with very powerful roll control at all
times. I also like the three-surface configura-
tion because it offers a large range of options
to "tune" the handling qualities of the
airplane. As I like to say, it has many buttons
you can push to get what you want. The
Eagle-X also violates the rule I gave you ear-
lier, in that the canard has a lower aspect
ratio than the wing. The reason is that both
wings are interchangeable except for their
spans, in order to reduce the production
costs. For the same reason both flaps are
interchangeable, including their spans. In
spite of this aerodynamic handicap, the
airplane had the best flying qualities of any
airplane I have every flown.

DESIGNING A
THREE-SURFACE AIRPLANE

If you thought the upwash/downwash situ-
ation was difficult for a canard, wait 'til you
see a three-surface airplane! The downwash
from the canard changes the angle of attack
at the wing behind it. The wing in turn adds
downwash to that and sends it back over the
tail. You also have the usual canard upwash
situation to deal with. So determining the
neutral point and spanwise distribution of lift
is even more difficult. There is no way to
model such a thing using only a spread-
sheet.

In the movie Amadeus, which I liked a lot,
the emperor told Mozart that his music had
"too many notes." A three-surface airplane
is a lot like that when you try to figure out
how to trim it. You can trim the airplane using
only canard lift, in which case the tail doesn't
have to lift anything at all. Or you can make
the canard lift do most of the trimming, then
carry negative lift on the tail for the rest. You
can divide up the trim loads between canard
and tail equally, with the canard lifting up
and the tail lifting down. You can also trim
by having all three surfaces lifting. You can
even set the canard up for zero lift and trim
using only the tail. Too many notes!

The way I finally settled this issue was to
set the wing and tail incidences to produce
the right distribution of lift for minimum in-
duced drag for some condition. For a twin
this condition is a one-engine climb. For a
single it is at the speed for its best lift-to-drag
(glide) ratio. There is no hard and fast rule
for doing this, since each configuration has
its own optimum. So take it on faith that there
is a way to divide the lift up among all these
wings such that you end up with the
minimum induced drag.

DISADVANTAGES OF HAVING
THREE SURFACES

Earlier we talked about how a conven-
tional tail has a lot of power left over even
after the main wing has stalled. A three-sur-
face airplane is even worse, because it has
a wing ahead of the center of gravity. The
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canard will happily lift the nose to higher an-
gles of attack, on top of which you have all
that rear tail power available to also raise the
nose. Getting to really high angles of attack
is therefore very easy for a three-surface
airplane. Getting rid of as much canard lift
as possible at the stall is a step in the right
direction. On the Catbird and Triumph, I de-
signed canards which have brutal stall
characteristics, in that they stall all at once
very abruptly. Still, the pilot can overcome
the resulting nose-down pitching moment
just by using the remaining power in the rear
tail.

The Piaggio Avanti sprouted delta wings
shaped in an inverted V at the aft end of the
fuselage for this reason. Delta wings have
both low aspected ratio and are highly swept.
These combine to make the lift-curve slope
quite low, meaning that the little delta wings
need enormous angles of attack in order to
reach their maximum lift. So even when all
three of the other wings have stalled, the
little deltas hang in there, cranking out lift
near the tail. This lift pulls the tail up. rotating
the whole airplane nose-down, which is what
you want. You can see the same trick used
on modern Learjets.

The other disadvantages are increased
complexity and higher interference drag. In-
stead of one flap motor you have two, which
must be rigged in such a way that it's impos-
sible to put the canard flaps down unless the
wing flaps also move. Otherwise you could
end up with pitching moments which are im-
possible to overcome. You also have more
wing attach structures because of having
more wings to attach! Finally, every time you
have a place on an airplane where one part
mates to another, the intersection creates
drag. Three-surface airplanes have more in-
tersections, and need greater attention to de-
tail in order to avoid a drag penalty.

All of these problems are solvable, how-
ever. I do expect to see the three-surface
configuration become more popular in the
future, because it does offer a lot of flexibility

in laying out the airplane. It also makes a lot
of lift for its wing areas.

QUESTIONS FROM
HOMEBUILDERS

I got a couple of good questions at my
Oshkosh forums, and would like to answer
them now. The first person is designing an
airplane which uses a double-tapered wing.
He wanted to know how to calculate its
aerodynamic center. The spreadsheet as-
sumes that the wing is a straight taper from
root to tip. This is a very good question.

My own homebuilt can be considered as
a three-taper wing. Figure 1 shows how I
figured its wing areas. The usual way is to
extend the trailing edges to the centerline of
the fuselage. I never do this on a tapered
wing, because I think it puts too much imag-
inary area inside the fuselage. While it's true
that the lift carries from the wing up and over
the top of the fuselage, making the fuselage
produce lift much like the wing buried inside
it would have, I think the best the fuselage
can do is to mimic the wing chord right at the
intersection. My homebuilt also keeps the
leading edge straight out to Buttline 39.2,
which gives a break in the top view as well.

To help those of you who have wings like
this, I've written a very simple spreadsheet.
This spreadsheet will calculate the
aerodynamic center for you for a wing which
is not simply tapered. To use it, copy all the
titles and formulas from Figure 2 into your
spreadsheet program. When you're done, it
should look like Figure 3. Lotus 1-2-3 users
should change all formulas beginning with
an = to a ->-. The exceptions to this are
those formulas beginning with = SUM, which
should be changed to (« SUM.

To use this spreadsheet, you divide your
wing into sections. Looking at Figure 1, you
see that I've projected the wing straight into
the body, where it intersects the body. This
makes a rectangle which is 56.119 inches
long and 24.5 inches high. Outboard from

that is a small piece of wing whose leading
edge is straight, and whose trailing edge is
swept forward. This piece runs from Buttline
24.5 to Buttline 39.2. Finally. I squared off
the wingtip to approximate its area, and ran
the third piece from Buttline 39.2 to Buttline
173.73. You also need to measure the Fuse-
lage Station at the leading edges of each
spanwise panel boundary, which for my
plane are at BLO, BL39.2. and BL173.73.

Next, you start with the innermost panel,
and enter its root and tip chords, root and tip
buttlines, and the Fuselage Stations at the
leading edge of the root and tip into the
spreadsheet. It will then calculate the area
of this panel (actually twice the area, since
you are only modeling one-half the airplane),
the spanwise location of its average chord,
and the Fuselage Station of the quarter
chord point on the average chord. You type
the panel area into column B, the Buttline of
the MAC into column C, and the location of
the quarter-chord into column D.

Then you repeat the above steps for the
other panels. If your plane has only 2 panels,
just enter 0 for the rest. Then enter the
wingspan in feet into cell B13. The spread-
sheet will report the average chord for your
airplane, the Buttline at which the average
chord acts, the leading edge Fuselage Sta-
tion for the average chord, and the Fuselage
Station of the quarter chord along the aver-
age chord. You can consider the FS of the
1 /4 chord of the MAC to be the aerodynamic
center of your airplane.

The sample spreadsheet in Figure 2
shows the results for the airplane in Figure
1. On Figure 1 I've measured out 72.841
inches, which is the Buttline for the MAC
from the spreadsheet. Then I drew a line
which is 39.817 inches long, starting at Fuse-
lage Station 95.252. This puts the quarter
chord at FS 105.206, which is what the
spreadsheet calls for.

You may notice that the MAC does not
actually correspond to a physical location on
the airplane. It's not supposed to. The pur-
pose of this imaginary location is that it rep-
resents a location at which the lift and drag
forces of the wing can be considered to act.
It is actually the average center of lift for your
wing. You can use the August spreadsheet
to compute the exact location of the
aerodynamic center along the average chord
of the wing if you have the pitching moments
of your wing's airfoil. It will be at the 1 /4 chord
point only if your airfoil has zero pitching mo-
ments.

If you are building an elliptical wing, and
are wondering what tip chord length to use
in the spreadsheets, the answer is that you
don't! Instead, in the cell which computes
the taper ratio of your wing, you erase the
formula in there, and replace it with .375.
This will give you the right answer.

If you are building a delta wing, you can
go ahead and specify a tip chord of zero.
The formula will then correctly compute the
centroid of a triangle, which is what you
want.

NEXT TIME

The series concludes next month with a
review of progress on my homebuilt. I'll show
you some tools that I used in its design. You
may find some of them useful as well.
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